Abstract. Vu, Wood and Wood showed that any finite set S in a characteristic zero integral domain can be mapped to Fp, for infinitely many primes p, while preserving finitely many algebraic incidences of S. In this note we show that the converse essentially holds, namely any small subset of Fp can be mapped to some finite algebraic extension of Q, while preserving bounded algebraic relations. This answers a question of Vu, Wood and Wood. We give several applications, in particular we show that for small subsets of Fp, the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem holds with optimal exponent 4/3, and we improve the previously best-known sumproduct estimate in Fp. We also give an application to an old question of Rényi. The proof of the main result is an application of elimination theory and is similar in spirit with the proof of the quantitative Hilbert Nullstellensatz.
Introduction
Suppose p is a prime and N a positive integer. In what follows Z N denotes the additive group of integers modulo N , F p the field with p elements and Z (p) the localization of Z at (p), which is the same as the ring of fractions with denominator not divisible by p.
Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, Z and W two abelian groups and A ⊆ Z, B ⊆ W finite subsets. A bijection φ : A → B is a Freiman isomorphism of order k, or simply F k -isomorphism, if for any a 1 , . . . , a 2k ∈ A we have a 1 + . . . + a k = a k+1 + . . . + a 2k if and only if φ(a 1 ) + . . . + φ(a k ) = φ(a k+1 ) + . . . + φ(a 2k ).
From the definition it follows that any F k+1 -isomorphism is also an F k -isomorphism, and furthermore translation does not affect the isomorphism. An important property in additive combinatorics is that any finite subset of a torsion-free group is F k -isomorphic to a subset of Z N , for any large enough N . This helps reducing general additive problems to Z p , where more powerful techniques, such as Fourier analysis, are available.
In the other direction it is well-known that small subsets of Z p , with p prime, are Freiman isomorphic to subsets of Z.
Theorem 1 ([2]
). Let A ⊆ Z p , where p is a prime. If |A| ≤ log 2k p, then there exists a set of integers A ′ ⊂ Z such that the canonical homomorphism Z → Z p induces an F k -isomorphism of A ′ onto A.
The result holds for |A| ≤ log 2k p + log 2k log 2k p as well. In [2] it is also shown the existence of a set A ⊂ Z p of cardinality at most 2 log k p + 1 which is not F k -isomorphic to any set of 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 11B75 (primary), 13P15, 52C10 (secondary). This research was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within the research training group 'Methods for Discrete Structures' (GRK 1408).
integers. Assuming A has small doubling constant allows the theorem to hold for |A| ≤ cp, for some c > 0. This is the Freiman rectification principle (see [2] , [16] ).
It is now a natural question if it is possible to preserve both the additive and multiplicative structure. In this direction we have the following result of Vu, Wood and Wood.
Theorem 2 ([37]
). Let S be a finite subset of a characteristic zero integral domain D, and let L be a finite set of non-zero elements in the subring Z[S] of D. There exists an infinite sequence of primes with positive relative density such that for each prime p in the sequence, there is a ring homomorphism φ p : Z[S] → F p satisfying 0 / ∈ φ p (L).
Here Z[S] is the smallest subring of D containing S. It was asked by Vu, Wood and Wood [37] whether given a small enough set A ⊆ F p , it is possible to map A to some characteristic zero integral domain, while preserving algebraic incidences.
Let us first make a few observations. One could not always map A to Z, as we may need, for example, to preserve identities of the form y 2 + z 2 = 0 with y, z = 0 for some y, z ∈ A. Also, we should allow only "bounded" algebraic incidences, as any identity of the form py = 0 with non-zero y ∈ A can not be mapped in any characteristic zero integral domain. Therefore the following definitions make sense.
Let k, t > 0. A polynomial f ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is called (k, t)-bounded if f 1 ≤ k, and its degree is at most t. Here f 1 represents the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of f , and similarly we define f ∞ to be the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of f . When we evaluate f at a point (a 1 , . . . , a n ) with a i ∈ R for some ring R, all operations are carried in R, in the natural way. If k = t, we simply call f k-bounded. If t = 1, we say f is a k-bounded linear polynomial. Now let R 1 , R 2 be two rings and A ⊆ R 1 , B ⊆ R 2 finite subsets. We call a bijection φ : A → B a Freiman ring-isomorphism of order k, or simply F k -ring-isomorphism, if A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } and for any k-bounded f ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] we have f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0 if and only if f (φ(a 1 ), . . . , φ(a n )) = 0. Our main result is the following. Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer, p be a prime and A ⊆ F p . If |A| < log 2 log 2k log 2k 2 p − 1 then there exists a finite algebraic extension K of Q of degree at most (2k) 2 |A| , a subset A ′ ⊂ K and a homomorphism φ p : Z[A ′ ] → F p such that φ p is an F k -ring-isomorphism between A ′ and A.
One can use the construction from [2] to see that for any k ≥ 2 and any prime number p there exists a subset A ⊆ F p of size O(log p), which is not F k -ring-isomorphic to any subset of a characteristic zero integral domain. For k ≥ 3 we can improve this bound to the following. log 2 p log 2 log 2 p which is not F k -ring-isomorphic to any subset of a characteristic zero integral domain.
It is an open problem if a better bound is possible. In this direction I would like to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5. For any k ≥ 3 there is an infinite sequence of prime numbers, such that for each prime p in the sequence, there exists a subset A ⊆ F p of size O(log log p) which is not F k -ring-isomorphic to any subset of a characteristic zero integral domain.
As explained in Section 5, this conjecture would have a positive answer if, for example, there are infinitely many Mersenne primes (primes of the form 2 n − 1; this would follow from the Lenstra-Pomerance-Wagstaff conjecture), or infinitely many Fermat primes (primes of the form 2 2 n + 1; this is a question of Eisenstein).
The proof of Theorem 3 uses elimination theory. This is not the first time when elimination theory is applied to additive combinatorics: similar techniques were used by Chang in the proof of Lemma 2.14 from [6] . We state this lemma below in an equivalent form.
Lemma 6 (Lemma 2.14, [6] ). Let f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be polynomials of degree at most t and · ∞ -norm at most k. If the system
has a solution (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ C n , then it also has a solution (b 1 , . . . , b n ), where each b i is the root of an integer polynomial of degree at most C and · ∞ -norm at most Ck C , with C := C(t, n, s) depending only on t, n and s.
This lemma is discussed by Tao on his blog [32] , in particular he gives a proof of it using nonstandard analysis. Neither this proof nor the proof in [6] provides a bound on the constant C.
The proof of Lemma 6 from [6] shows in fact a bit more; namely that if we are further given a polynomial g ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] which does not vanish at (a 1 , . . . , a n ), and has degree at most t and · ∞ -norm at most k, then it is possible to choose (b 1 , . . . , b n ) such that g(b 1 , . . . , b n ) = 0. On close examination of the proof it turns out that translated into the correct setting it implies the following weak version of Theorem 3.
Theorem 7. For any k ≥ 2 there exists a function ν k : N → N with lim n→∞ ν k (n) = ∞, such that the following holds. If p is a prime and A ⊆ F p with |A| ≤ ν k (p) then there exists a finite algebraic extension K of Q and a subset A ′ ⊂ K such that A ′ is F k -ring-isomorphic with A.
An upper bound for the constant C implies a lower bound for ν k (n); however from the proof of Lemma 6 one can only extract a rather poor bound for C.
It is also important to note that Theorem 7 does not provide any bound on the degree of the field extension K, nor does it guarantee that the F k -ring-isomorphism is the restriction of a genuine ring homomorphism, as in Theorem 3. In fact it is easy to construct an example of a Freiman ring-isomorphism φ between a subset A ′ ⊂ C and a subset A ⊂ F p such that φ is not the restriction of any ring homomorphism between Z[A ′ ] and F p . Indeed, consider A ′ := {− 1 2 , 2} ⊂ C and A := {3, 7} ⊂ F 11 . The map φ sending − 1 2 to 3 and 2 to 7 is an F 2 -ring-isomorphism, but it is obviously not the restriction of a ring homomorphism between Z[A ′ ] and F 11 (as any such homomorphism would send 2 to 2). Examples for arbitrarily large k and p can be constructed as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by giving several applications of the main result to subsets of F p of size O(log log log p). In Section 2, we use Theorem 3 to prove a Szemerédi-Trotter type theorem with optimal exponent 4/3. In Section 3, we apply Theorem 3 to improve the currently best-known sum-product estimate in F p . Finally, in Section 4 we give several estimates for sets with small doubling constant. All these results are proved by transferring the corresponding theorem from C to F p via Theorem 3. In all these applications only the existence of a Freiman ring-isomorphism between A and a subset of C is needed, and not the stronger conclusion of Theorem 3.
In Section 5 we give an application of Theorem 3 to an old question of Rényi. In this case we will make essential use of the upper bound on the degree of the algebraic extension K in Theorem 3.
In Section 6 we show, as an example for the general strategy, how to preserve bounded linear polynomials. In Section 7 we gather all the necessary results from elimination theory. Finally, Section 8 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3 and in Section 9 we prove Theorem 4.
We conclude with some further remarks concerning Freiman isomorphisms and Lemma 6.
Remark. After completion of this work I was informed by Pierre Simon that one can use the arithmetic Nullstellensatz stated in [22] to prove a good lower bound for the function ν k in Theorem 7. With his idea, my own computations show that one can take ν k (p) = Ω( log log p log log log p ). This would improve the upper bound for n in Theorems 11, 13, 15 and 17 below to O( log log p log log log p ). Moreover, in his blog post Rectification and the Lefschetz principle [33] , Tao presented a short proof of the following version of Theorem 3.
Theorem 8. Let k, n ≥ 1. If F is a field of characteristic at least C k,n for some C k,n depending only on k and n, and A is a subset of F of cardinality n, then there exists a map φ : A → A ′ into a subset A ′ of the complex numbers which is a Freiman ring-isomorphism of order k.
The proof uses non-standard analysis, and hence does not offer any bound on C k,n . However, unlike Theorem 3, it also applies to fields of prime power order.
The Szemerédi-Trotter theorem
The well-known Szemerédi-Trotter theorem gives a tight upper bound on the number of incidences between a finite set of lines and a finite set of points in R × R. This was extended to the complex plane C 2 by Tóth.
Theorem 9 ([35]
). Let P and L be sets of points and lines in C 2 , with cardinalities |P|, |L| ≤ n. Then there is a positive absolute constant c such that
Tóth's paper is still unpublished; but very recently Zahl gave a different proof of Theorem 9 in [38] . Unfortunately, Zahl's paper is also still unpublished. However, if we allow an ε > 0 error in the exponent, and the constant c to depend on ε, then in this form Theorem 9 follows from a generalization of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem to algebraic varieties due to Solymosi and Tao [31] .
The problem of establishing a similar bound in F p has been considered before ([4] , [17] ). We have the following result, due to Helfgott and Rudnev.
Theorem 10 ( [17] ). Let p be a prime number, and P and L sets of points and lines in F 2 p , with |P|, |L| ≤ n and n < p. Then there is a positive absolute constant c such that
The best (still unpublished) bound to date for n < p is due to Jones [19] , who proved that one can take δ = 1 662 − o(1) in the above. We show that one can achieve optimal exponent 4/3 in Theorem 10 provided n is sufficiently small compared to p.
Theorem 11. Let p be a prime number, and P and L sets of points and lines in F 2 p , with |P|, |L| ≤ n and 5n < log 2 log 6 log 18 p − 1. Then there is a positive absolute constant c such that
Moreover, this inequality is sharp up to the constant c.
Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. that |P| = |L| = n, by adding some points and lines if necessary.
As |A| ≤ 5n, we may apply Theorem 3 to find a subset A ′ ⊂ C and an F 3 -ring-isomorphism φ between A and A ′ . By definition we have
hence the number of incidences between P and L in F 2 p is the same as the number of incidences between φ(P) and φ(L) in C. Note that φ(P) and φ(L) have cardinality exactly n as φ is bijective. Hence by Theorem 9, the number of incidences is O(n 4/3 ), as desired.
To show that the bound is sharp, we use a standard construction that proves sharpness of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem in R 2 . Let r := ⌊ 
Then every line from L is incident with exactly r points from P, for a total of r 4 = Θ(n 4/3 ) incidences.
One can now combine Theorem 11 with Theorem 2 to generalize Theorem 9 to any characteristic zero integral domain. As this statement can be proved directly with no recurse to Theorem 11, we do not discuss it here (see Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 7.1 from [37] for more details).
Sum-product estimates in F p
Suppose R is a commutative ring and A ⊂ R a finite subset. We can define the sumset A + A := {a + b : a, b ∈ A} and the product A · A := {ab : a, b ∈ A}. Intuitively, the quantities |A + A| and |A · A| can not both be small. The prototype theorem is a lower bound of the form max{|A + A|, |A · A|} ≥ c|A| 1+ε R , where c > 0 is an absolute constant and ε R depends on the ring R. The first sum-product estimate is due to Erdős and Szemerédi [13] for the case R = Z and it was followed by numerous improvements and generalizations ( [11] , [24] , [14] , [7] , [30] ). For R = C, the best-known value ε C = 3 11 − o(1) was for many years given by a result of Solymosi [29] . Using a beautiful geometric argument, Konyagin and Rudnev [21] have very recently improved this to ε C = 1 3 − o(1), thus matching the lower bound for the reals.
Theorem 12 ([21]
). Suppose A ⊂ C. Then there is a positive absolute constant c such that
Bourgain, Katz and Tao [4] showed that a sum-product theorem holds in F p . Substantial work has gone into finding the best value for ε Fp . Garaev [15] showed that for |A| < √ p one can take ε Fp = 1 14 − o(1). Katz and Shen [20] improved this to
, and then Bourgain and Garaev [3] showed that 1 12 − o(1) is in fact possible. Li [23] later removed the o(1) term. The best result to date is due to Rudnev [26] , who showed that
whenever |A| < √ p.
We now improve (2) for small A.
Theorem 13. Let p be a prime number and A ⊆ F p with |A| < log 2 log 8 log 32 p − 1. Then
for some positive absolute constant c.
Proof. We apply Theorem 3 to find a subset A ′ ⊂ C and an
, the theorem follows.
Estimates for sets with small doubling constant
We gather in this section several miscellaneous results for the case when A has small doubling constant. We first have the following result, due to Solymosi.
Theorem 14 ([29]).
If A ⊂ C and |A| = n with |A + A| ≤ Cn, then |A · A| ≥ cn 2 / log n.
This transfers immediately to F p as follows.
Theorem 15. If A ⊆ F p and |A| = n < log 2 log 8 log 32 p − 1 with |A + A| ≤ Cn, then |A · A| ≥ cn 2 / log n.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 13 and we omit it. We also have the following result due to Chang [6] .
Theorem 16. Let A ⊂ C with |A| = n and |A + A| ≤ Cn, for some C > 0. Then the following holds.
Here A −1 = {a −1 : a ∈ A} and f (A) = {f (a) : a ∈ A}. The proof of Theorem 16 uses algebraic methods, in particular Lemma 6, but also relies crucially on facts specific to C. We now transfer this theorem to small subsets of F p .
Theorem 17. Let A ⊆ F p with |A| = n and |A + A| ≤ Cn, for some C > 0. Then the following holds.
(i) Suppose 2n < log 2 log 8 log 32 p − 1 and 0 / ∈ A.
Proof. We first prove (i).
We apply Theorem 3 to find a subset A ′ ⊂ C and an
Moreover, all identities of the form a −1 a = 1, a ∈ A, must be preserved by the ring-isomorphism, and hence φ(a −1 ) = φ(a) −1 , ∀a ∈ A. Then by applying Theorem 16, (i), the result follows.
We now prove (ii). We apply Theorem 3 to find a subset A ′ ⊂ C and an F 4k -ring-isomorphism φ between A and A ′ . Then |φ(A)| = n and |φ(A) + φ(A)| = |A + A|. We further have
Then by applying Theorem 16, (ii), the result follows.
A question of Rényi
Let K be a field of characteristic zero. For a polynomial f ∈ K[x] we define N (f ) to be the number of non-zero terms of f . For k ≥ 1, let
As reported by Erdős [12] , it was first asked by Rédei if Q R (k) < k is possible, and Rényi [25] later constructed an example showing Q Q (29) ≤ 28. Rényi made several conjectures about the behaviour of Q R (k). He conjectured that lim k→∞
= 0, and this was proved by Erdős [12] , who in fact showed that Q Q (k) < ck 1−ε , for some positive absolute constants c and ε.
Rényi further conjectured that lim k→∞ Q R (k) = ∞, and this was proved many years later by Schinzel [27] , using a very ingenious argument. Schinzel showed that Q K (k) ≥ c log log k, for some positive absolute constant c and any field K of characteristic zero. This lower bound was not improved for another 20 years, until recently Schinzel and Zannier [28] , by an adaptation of the original method of Schinzel, proved that Q K (k) ≥ c log k, for some positive absolute constant c.
Erdős [12] asked for the determination of the order of Q R (k), and the general belief seems to be that Q R (k) should be closer to the upper bound than the lower bound. Despite some work in this direction ( [36] , [10] ), a solution to this problem seems at present out of reach.
From the definition we see that for any k ≥ 1,
It is less known that Rényi [25] (see also [12] ) asked whether equality holds in (4) everywhere for any k, and this problem seems to have received little attention. For any k ≥ 1 it also holds that
for any finite algebraic extension K of Q, and thus if we have equality in (4), then we also have equality in (5) . In view of this we have the following result.
Theorem 18. For any k ≥ 3 there exists a finite algebraic extension K of Q such that
, with degree at most k 2 k , if k is even, and at most
We now apply Theorem 2 in order to find a sufficiently large prime p (compared to k) and a homomorphism φ : Z[A] → F p which is an F s -ring-isomorphism between A and φ(A). We then apply Theorem 3 to the set φ(A) in order to find a finite algebraic extension K of Q of degree at most (2s) 2 k , a subset B ⊂ K and a map ψ between φ(A) and B, which is an F s -ring-isomorphism. Then ψ•φ is an F s -ring-isomorphism between A and B by construction.
Let
and N (g) = k. As any coefficient of g 2 is given by a polynomial with integer coefficients of degree at most 2 and
Remark. Lemma 29 below shows that K can in fact be chosen of degree at most 4 2 k .
Preserving the additive structure
For comparison reasons we start by sketching a proof of Theorem 1, following [2] .
Proof of Theorem 1. We first choose 0 < t < p such that multiplying every element of A by t (modulo p) results in a set A * ⊆ {− p 2k , . . . , p 2k }. The existence of t follows from the Kronecker approximation theorem (Corollary 3.2.5, [34] ). Let m ∈ Z be such that mt ≡ 1 (mod p). We multiply every element of A * by m to obtain A ′ . Then the canonical homomorphism maps A ′ onto A, and one easily sees that this is also an F k -isomorphism.
We will now consider the problem of preserving bounded linear polynomials. As we allow non-zero constant terms, we will have to find a proof different from that of Theorem 1.
We first prove an inequality.
Furthermore, for any matrix M with integer entries, | det(M )| is at most the product of the · 1 -norms of the rows.
Proof. We use the easily verified inequality f g 1 ≤ f 1 g 1 , which holds for any f, g ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x r ], to see that
The last statement of Lemma 19 is also a consequence of Hadamard's inequality. We now have the following technical result.
Lemma 20. Let k > 1 be an integer and p be a prime. Suppose A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } ⊆ Z p and let L 1 , L 2 ⊂ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be collections of k-bounded linear polynomials, such that any f ∈ L 1 is zero when evaluated at (a 1 , . . . , a n ), and any f ∈ L 2 is non-zero when evaluated at (a 1 , . . . , a n ). If |A| < log k p − 1, then there exists
This directly implies Theorem 1, with almost the same bound.
Corollary 21. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer and p be a prime. Then for any A ⊆ Z p with |A| < log 2k p − 1 there exists A ′ ⊂ Z F k -isomorphic with A via the canonical homomorphism.
Proof. We consider all linear polynomials in n := |A| variables having · 1 -norm at most 2k, and split them into L 1 and L 2 according to the result of evaluation with elements from A. This includes all polynomials used in the definition of the usual Freiman isomorphism. Applying Lemma 20, we get a subset A ′ ⊂ Z (p) , which by definition must be F k -isomorphic with A via the canonical homomorphism. Multiplying all values of A ′ by a large enough integer, which is 1 modulo p and cleares all denominators, will ensure that A ′ lies in Z, while still being F k -isomorphic with A via the canonical homomorphism.
Proof of Lemma 20. We can express L 1 as the system M x = b, for some m×n matrix M and vector b. We then form the augmented matrix M ′ = (M |b). By assumption, the · 1 -norm of any row of M ′ is at most k.
The system L 1 is solvable in a field F if and only if rk F M = rk F M ′ . We will show that this is the case in Q.
As the rank of M ′ is the maximum size of one of its square submatrices with non-zero determinant, we see that rk
is also non-zero in F p , and consequently rk Q M ′ ≤ rk Fp M ′ . But then M ′ has the same rank t in Q and in F p . Similarly we obtain that M has the same rank in both Q and F p . However, the system L 1 is solvable in F p , and so we must have t = rk M ≤ n. Consequently L 1 is solvable in Q. This is nevertheless not enough for our purposes; we must further show that a solution A ′ with the desired properties exists.
We may assume w.l.o.g. that
where M 1 is a square matrix of full rank t = rk M in both Q and F p , and b is partitioned accordingly. Let M * 1 be the adjoint of M 1 . We get
Consequently we can express the first t variables in terms of the last n−t variables, involving fractions with denominator bounded by k n < p. By letting b i := a i and replacing x i with b i in these equations for t + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we obtain values b 1 , . . . , b t in Z (p) for x 1 , . . . , x t such that b i is mapped to a i by the canonical homomorphism, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, as rk Q M ′ = t, by replacing x i with b i in the last m − t equations we obtain the identity 0 = 0 in Q everywhere.
We conclude that A ′ := {b 1 , . . . , b n } is a solution for L 1 in Z (p) . Furthermore, no polynomial f ∈ L 2 can be zero when evaluated at A ′ , for otherwise it would also be zero modulo p, hence 0 when evaluated at A, a contradiction. Then we are done.
Resultants, subresultants and the gcd
As in the case of linear polynomials, we must bound the complexity of solving a system of multivariate polynomials. We gather in this section all the tools required for the proof.
In what follows we shall introduce and make substantial use of subresultants, an alternative to Euclid's algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two polynomials. This approach will be essential in obtaining any reasonable quantitative bound in Theorem 3, as Euclid's algorithm leads to an explosive growth of the coefficients involved in the polynomial division.
Suppose We also make the convention deg(0) = −∞. We shall need the following easy fact. 
where the first q lines are formed by shifting the first row to the right, and the last p lines are formed by shifting the (q + 1)th row to the right. If p = q = 0, we define S f,g = (1). The resultant of f and g, denoted by res(f, g), is the determinant of S f,g . We also define res(0, h) = res(h, 0) = 0, for any polynomial h, so that the resultant is now properly defined for any two polynomials in A[x].
The main application of resultants is to determine when two polynomials have a common root. (Proposition 4.16, [1] ). Suppose A is a UFD and f, g ∈ A[x] are non-zero. Then gcd(f, g) is non-constant if and only if res(f, g) = 0.
Theorem 23
Unfortunately we will have to deal with more than two polynomials and more than one variable. We therefore make the following definition, following [18] .
Let 
If m = 1, we take F 2 := 0. We define the resultant of the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f m in terms of x 1 , denoted by res x 1 (f 1 , . . . , f m ), as the resultant of F 1 and F 2 . Note that this is a polynomial in x 2 , . . . , x n and y 3 , . . . , y m .
We first have a lemma.
Proof. If m = 1, this is true by definition. So assume m ≥ 2. By hypothesis A ′ and A ′′ are both UFD. Now if g := gcd A ′ (f 1 , . . . , f m ) and g ′ := gcd A ′′ (F 1 , F 2 ) then g|g ′ , as g|F 1 and g|F 2 . Furthermore g ′ ∈ A ′ , because g ′ |f 1 . Giving values y i = 0 we see that g ′ |f 2 . Also if we let y j = 1 and y i = 0, i = j, we see that g ′ |f 2 +f j . Hence g ′ |f j , 2 ≤ j ≤ m. Then g ′ |g and the claim follows.
Theorem 25. Assume A is a field and let K be its algebraic closure. Let (a 2 , . . . , a n ) ∈ K n−1 and suppose that the leading coefficient of x 1 in f 1 ∈ A[x 1 , . . . , x n ], a polynomial in x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n , does not vanish when replacing x 2 with a 2 , x 3 with a 3 , . . . , x n with a n . Then there exists an a 1 ∈ K such that (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is a common zero for f 1 , . . . , f m if and only if res x 1 (f 1 , . . . , f m )(a 2 , . . . , a n ) = 0. Proof. We replace x i by a i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n, in F 1 and F 2 . Then the degree of F 1 stays the same, but the degree of F 2 may decrease with some amount r ≥ 0. If F 2 = 0 then by definition res x 1 (f 1 , . . . , f m )(a 2 , . . . , a n ) = 0. As deg x 1 (F 1 ) ≥ 1 and a 1 can be taken to be any root of F 1 , the claim trivially holds.
So assume F 2 = 0. By definition of the Sylvester matrix we know that res x 1 (f 1 , . . . , f m )(a 2 , . . . , a n ) = c r res x 1 (f 1 (a 2 , . . . , a n ), . . . , f m (a 2 , . . . , a n )).
where 0 = c ∈ K is the leading coefficient of x 1 in f 1 (a 2 , . . . , a n ). Thus by replacing f i with f i (a 2 , . . . , a n ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and A with K, we may suppose w.l.o.g. that n = 1. By Lemma 24, gcd(f 1 , . . . , f m ) = gcd(F 1 , F 2 ), and hence a 1 exists iff gcd(F 1 , F 2 ) is nonconstant. But by Theorem 23 this happens iff res(F 1 , F 2 ) = res x 1 (f 1 , . . . , f m ) is zero, hence the claim holds.
For a different proof of Theorem 25 see Theorem 6.1, [18] . We now turn to subresultants.
Let A be an integral domain, f, g ∈ A[x] non-zero as before and again suppose f = a p x p + . . . + a 0 , g = b q x q + . . . + b 0 with a p , b q = 0. The subresultant sequence for f and g is a list of polynomials S i (f, g) := i j=0 s ij (f, g)x j , 0 ≤ i ≤ min{p, q}, where s ij (f, g) is the determinant of the matrix built with rows 1, . . . , q − i and q + 1, . . . , q + p − i of S f,g , and columns 1, 2, . . . , p + q − 2i − 1, p + q − i − j of S f,g . This is well-defined except when i = p = q. Thus when p = q = 0 we set S q (f, g) = g and define s qj in the obvious way. For p = q = 0 we set S 0 (f, g) = 1.
Due to technical reasons we define the subresultant sequence also for the case when one of f or g (but not both) is 0. If g = 0, we let
, and we proceed similarly if f = 0.
We now have the following result.
Theorem 26. Suppose A is a UFD and f, g ∈ A[x] are not both zero. If k ≥ 0 is minimal such that s kk (f, g) = 0 then there exists non-zero u, v ∈ A such that u gcd(f, g) = vS k (f, g).
In a similar form, Theorem 26 was already known in the 19th Century. Collins [9] introduced the terminology of subresultants, leading to the modern formulation of Theorem 26, in conjuction with the problem of efficiently computing the gcd of two polynomials. The theory was subsequently refined and simplified by Brown and Traub [5] . A good exposition of the theory of subresultants and a proof of Theorem 26 can be found in [1] (see also [8] and [5] ).
In the proof of the main result we will encounter rings which are not UFD, and so we will not be able to apply Theorem 26 directly. We deal with this situation below.
Let A be an integral domain and f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ A[x], m ≥ 1. We define F 1 and F 2 as in (6). We first make a simple observation. 
where ℓ is the leading coefficient of S δ (F 1 , F 2 ) as a polynomial in x. F 2 ) has degree exactly δ as a polynomial in x, (7) must hold, thus proving the lemma.
The main consequence of Theorem 26 is the following.
Lemma 28. Suppose A ⊆ C, G := gcd C (f 1 , . . . , f m ) has degree δ ≥ 1, ℓ := s δδ (F 1 , F 2 ) and φ : A → F p is a homomorphism such that 
Proof. By definition the case m = 1 is equivalent to the case m = 2 where f 2 = f 1 , and so we will assume w.l.o.g. that m ≥ 2 and
). Hence by Theorem 26 and the fact that φ(ℓ) = 0, we have deg
Let b 1 , . . . , b d be the distinct roots of G in C, each appearing with multiplicity µ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Assume for a contradiction that for any root b i of G there is no homomorphism Φ making the diagram (9) commutative. This means ker ev b i ⊆ ker ψ, so there exists a polynomial
Define
But by Lemma 27, This implies φ(S δ (F 1 , F 2 ))|φ(H). As φ(S δ (F 1 , F 2 ))(b ′ ) = 0, we obtain φ(H)(b ′ ) = 0, a contradiction. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Preserving both the additive and multiplicative structure
We have the following technical result.
Lemma 29. Let k, t ≥ 2 be integers and p be a prime. Suppose A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } ⊆ F p and let L 1 , L 2 ⊂ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be collections of (k, t)-bounded polynomials, such that any f ∈ L 1 is zero when evaluated at (a 1 , . . . , a n ), and any f ∈ L 2 is non-zero when evaluated at (a 1 , . . . , a n ). If |A| < log 2 log 2t log 2kt p − 1 (10) then there exists a finite algebraic extension K of Q of degree at most (2t) 2 n and a subset
Proof. We first give a rough overview of the proof. The proof has three steps.
In the first step we eliminate the variables one by one. We start with the collection of polynomials L 0 := L 1 and we compute the resultant R 1 in terms of x 1 . We then form a new collection of polynomials L 1 in x 2 , . . . , x n by taking the coefficients of the y-monomials in R 1 . By Theorem 25, there is at least one choice for x 1 iff there exists a common solution to the polynomials in L 1 . We then eliminate x 2 and proceed further in the same manner to construct collections L i . After at most n steps we have eliminated all variables, and only constant polynomials remain. However, the same procedure could have been carried over in F p , with the same starting collection of polynomials, and there it is guaranteed that a solution exists. Hence if the final constants are less than p, they must in fact be 0, and so a solution exists in C as well.
In the second step we go back, trying to determine the b i 's. Suppose for example that we have only polynomials in one variable, say x n , and we know that a common root exists. Then their gcd is non-constant, and we can use Lemma 28 to pick one of the roots of the gcd as b n . The hypothesis of Lemma 28 will be satisfied by adding some more polynomials to L i in the first step. We then adjoin b n to Q, replace x n by b n , and proceed similarly to determine b n−1 . Theorem 25 will ensure that once b i+1 , . . . , b n are picked, there is still a choice for b i .
Note that once the homomorphism φ p is constructed, the conditions imposed by
In the last step we will estimate the degree of the extension. We now present the proof in detail.
Step 1 . We let u 0 := k, v 0 := t and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we define u i and v i inductively by
We shall prove in Step 3 that for 0 ≤ i ≤ n we have
Assume for the moment that this is indeed the case. For 0
] be the homomorphism mapping x j to a j , i + 1 < j ≤ n. We similarly define σ : Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] → F p as the homomorphism mapping x j to a j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We will construct by induction on
Furthermore, it will be necessary at every step i < r to slightly modify the set L i into another one A i by altering some of the polynomials. A i will still contain only
The construction of the sets L i will be done in three stages, indicated by the bold letters (A), (B) and (C).
For i = 0, by assumption L 0 is a collection of (u 0 , v 0 )-bounded polynomials mapped to 0 by σ. Now suppose n ≥ i ≥ 0 and we have constructed L i . If i = n or L i is empty or {0}, we set r = i and stop. Otherwise, let L i = {f 1 , . . . , f m } and f j = d j ℓ=0 c jℓ x ℓ i+1 . By assumption we have i ≤ n − 1.
(A) For any 1 ≤ j ≤ m and deg
Furthermore if x i+1 does not appear in any polynomial in A i , then A i contains only 0 by the above. In this case there is nothing else to be done.
So assume w.l.o.g. that x i+1 appears in f ′ 1 . Let
for unknowns y 3 , . . . , y m , where F 2 := 0 if m = 1.
(B) We take res
and put into L i+1 the coefficient of every monomial in y j , which must be a polynomial in x i+2 , . . . , x n .
Set
Let δ ≥ 0 be minimal such that σ i (s δδ (F 1 , F 2 )) = 0, where s kℓ are the coefficients of the subresultant sequence.
(C) We put into L i+1 the coefficients of s jj (F 1 , F 2 ) (polynomials in x i+2 , . . . , x n ), for 1 ≤ j < δ. For j = 0 this has already been done, as s 00 (F 1 , F 2 ) = res
The construction of L i+1 is now over. We must show that any polynomial in L i+1 is indeed
This is certainly the case for the polynomials added in stage (A). So consider the stage (B) of the construction.
Fix an arbitrary monomial M in y 3 , . . . , y m of degree at most q 1 . This has a coefficient g in res x i+1 (f ′ 1 , . . . , f ′ m ) and we must estimate g 1 and deg(g). Since q 1 , q 2 ≤ v i , the degree of g is at most (q 1 + q 2 )v i ≤ 2v 2 i = v i+1 , as desired. Now let 2 ≤ j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j q 1 ≤ m and define S F 1 ,F 2 (j 1 , . . . , j q 1 ) by writing on line q 2 + k ′ of S F 1 ,F 2 , instead of the coeficients of F 2 , the corresponding coefficients of F 2 (j 1 , . . . , j q 1 )), for certain q 1 -tuples j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j q 1 depending on M . The number of such q 1 -tuples is
So by Lemma 19 applied to S F 1 ,F 2 (j 1 , . . . , j q 1 ) (a square matrix of size q 1 + q 2 ≤ 2v i ), we obtain det(S F 1 ,F 2 (j 1 , . . . , j q 1 )) 1 ≤ u
Finally, as subresultants are defined using submatrices of S F 1 ,F 2 , all the above estimates apply to subresultants as well. Hence any polynomial added to L i+1 in stage (C) is also (u i+1 , v i+1 )-bounded. Consequently any polynomial in L i+1 is (u i+1 , v i+1 )-bounded, as claimed.
We must further check that σ maps all the polynomials in L i+1 to 0. This is certainly the case with the polynomials added in stages (A) and (C) of the construction. As deg
. By Theorem 25 and the fact that the polynomials σ i (f ′ j ) have the common root a i+1 , we obtain res x i+1 (σ i (f ′ 1 ), . . . , σ i (f ′ m )) = 0. This shows that all the polynomials added in stage (B) of the construction are indeed mapped to 0 by σ. Thus the induction step is verified.
Step 2 . If L r is empty, all the sets L i were empty, in particular L 0 = L 1 = ∅. Then we set b i = a i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, take φ p to be the canonical homomorphism, and we are done.
So we may assume that L r is non-empty. Let f ∈ L r . By construction f is an integer constant at most u r in absolute value, and u r < p by (11) . However, σ(f ) = 0, and as σ is a homomorphism, we must have f = 0. Hence L r = {0}.
By decreasing induction on r ≥ i ≥ 0 we shall find algebraic numbers b i+1 , . . . , b n such that for any f ∈ L i , f (b i+1 , . . . , b n ) = 0, and furthermore the map φ i p :
For any j > r, we let b j be the integer in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} satisfying b j ≡ a j (mod p). Then φ r p = σ Z is a homomorphism. As L r = {0}, the base case i = r is verified. Now assume 0 ≤ i < r and we have found b i+2 , . . . , b n satisfying the induction hypothesis.
We replace x i+2 , . . . , x n with their values b j in the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f m and
does not appear in any of these polynomials, then all of them are in fact 0. In this case we let b i+1 be the integer in {0, 1, . .
is a well-defined homomorphism, and the claim holds.
So assume x i+1 appears in f 1 . Here we use the same indexing scheme as in Step 1; in particular, f 1 corresponds to the polynomial f ′ 1 selected in Step 1. By (B) and Theorem 25, at least one choice b i+1 for x i+1 exists, such that replacing x i+1 with this value vanishes all polynomials in L i . In other words, G := gcd C (f 1 , . . . , f m ) has degree δ ≥ 1. Now recall our construction of F 1 and Continuing in this way we obtain all algebraic numbers b 1 , . . . , b n and in the last step φ p := φ 0 p maps b j to a j as desired.
Step 3 . We now compute the degree of the extension and verify (11) . First note that r ≤ n and v i = 2 2 i −1 t 2 i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the degree of the extension is at most
Further note that
We also have u 0 = k and u i+1 = u
and so by iterating (12) , and using the above estimates, we obtain
.
Thus the condition u n < p is satisfied if n < log 2 log 2t log 2kt p − 1. This shows that (11) holds, and hence the proof is finished.
Proof of Theorem 3. We consider all k-bounded polynomials in n := |A| variables, and we split them into L 1 and L 2 according to the result of evaluation with elements from A. Applying Lemma 29, we get a finite algebraic extension K of Q of degree at most (2k) 2 n , a subset A ′ ⊂ K and a homomorphism φ p : Z[A ′ ] → F p which by definition is an F k -ring-isomorphism between A ′ and A. This proves the theorem.
Sharpness of the main result
In this section we prove Theorem 4. For k ≥ 2, t ≥ 1 we say that a positive integer r is (k, t)-constructible in at most n steps if there exists a sequence of non-negative integers 0 = a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m = r, m ≤ n, such that for any i ≥ 1,
The main step is to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 30. Let k ≥ 2. Any p ≥ 2 32(k log 2 (16k)) 2 is (k, k)-constructible in at most 10 k log 2 p log 2 log 2 p steps, and moreover this is sharp up to a constant not depending on k.
Proof. Let p ≥ 2 32(k log 2 (16k)) 2 arbitrary. We first note the following inequality: log 2 log 2 p ≥ 2 log 2 (k log 2 log 2 p).
Indeed, this is true if log 2 p ≥ k 2 (log 2 log 2 p) 2 , which in turn is true if log p ≥ 2k 2 log 2 (log log p) 2 . By derivation this holds whenever p ≥ 2 32(k log 2 (16k)) 2 ≥ e 8(k log 2 (16k)) 2 . Now set s := log 2 log 2 p k log 2 log 2 p and N := ⌊log 2 p⌋ .
Note that s ≥ 1, as log 2 p > k log 2 log 2 p by (13) . 2 ski p i and p i < 2 sk , 0 ≤ i < ℓ. We further write
We now define the sequence a 0 , . . . , a 2 s +ℓ+2(ℓ−1) as follows. We start by setting a 0 := 0 and a i :
Hence a 2 s +1+i = p i . For any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1 we further define a 2 s +ℓ+2(i−1)+1 and a 2 s +ℓ+2(i−1)+2 as follows:
In particular, a 2 s +ℓ+2(ℓ−1) = p. Hence p is (k, k)-constructible in at most 2 s + 3ℓ − 2 steps. But
, by (13) .
This proves the first part of the lemma. To show that this bound is essentially best possible, we fix n and count the number of positive integers (k, k)-constructible in at most n steps. First note that for given ℓ ≥ 1, the number of monomials in ℓ variables x 1 , . . . , x l of degree at most k is ℓ+k k ≤ (kl) k . Hence the number of (k, k)-bounded polynomials in ℓ variables is at most 3 k ℓ+k k ≤ (3kℓ) k , as any such polynomial is a sum of k monomials in ℓ variables of degree at most k, with coefficients 1, −1 or 0. Now to any number which is (k, k)-constructible in at most n steps corresponds a sequence of (k, k)-bounded polynomials f 1 , . . . , f m , m ≤ n, such that f i is a polynomial in i variables. Thus the number of integers (k, k)-constructible in at most n steps is upper bounded by the number of such sequences, which for n ≥ 3k is at most
However if p is given, then for n ≤ log p 2k log log p we have n 2kn ≤ log p 2k log log p log p log log p < p.
Hence not all numbers between 1 and p are (k, k)-constructible in at most log p 2k log log p steps. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4. Given p ≥ 2 32(k−1) 2 log 2 2 (16(k−1)) a prime number, we apply Lemma 30 to find a sequence of non-negative integers 0 = a 0 , . . . , a n = p, n ≤ 10 k−1 log 2 p log 2 log 2 p , which shows that it is (k − 1, k − 1)-constructible. Let A ′ := {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }. Taking the residues modulo p of the numbers in A ′ we obtain a set A ⊆ F p of size at most n. Now suppose for a contradiction that there exists an F k -ring-isomorphism φ of A into an integral domain R of characteristic 0.
There is a natural embedding of Z into R, and we can identify Z with the image of this embedding. Let x i ∈ A be the image of a i in F p , 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By induction on i ≥ 0 we see that φ(x i ) must equal a i . This is certainly the case for x 0 = 0. For i ≥ 1 there exists a (k − 1)-bounded polynomial f i such that a i = f i (a 0 , . . . , a i−1 ). Hence f i (x 0 , . . . , x i−1 ) − x i = 0 in F p . As this is a k-bounded polynomial, it must be preserved by φ. Therefore the induction hypothesis implies φ(x i ) = a i , as claimed.
However, A has size at most n, while A ′ has size n + 1. Therefore the image of φ can not contain the whole of A ′ , a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
The proof of Lemma 30 tells us that for given M ≥ 1 there are only (log M ) O(log log log M ) positive integers less than M which are (2, 2)-constructible in O(log log M ) steps. Nevertheless any Mersenne prime (a prime p of the form 2 n − 1) is (2, 2)-constructible in O(log n) = O(log log p) steps, by using the base-2 representation of n and an approach similar to that of Lemma 30. Furthermore any Fermat prime (a prime p of the form 2 2 n + 1) is (2, 2)-constructible in O(n) = O(log log p) steps. Thus the existence of infinitely many such primes would imply Conjecture 5. Unfortunately proving or disproving such a statement seems at present to be an unreachable goal.
Concluding remarks
Remark 1. Theorem 4 does not cover the case k = 2, and in fact here I believe, but can not prove, that the correct bound is Θ(log p); that is, any subset A ⊆ F p of size O(log p) is F 2 -ring-isomorphic to a subset of C. Neither the proof of Theorem 1 nor that of Lemma 20 properly adapt to this situation, as one would have to work over the multiplicative group F * p of order p − 1.
Remark 2. Lemma 29 implies the following weaker version of Lemma 6: under the hypothesis of Lemma 6, there exists a solution (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ K n to the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f s , where K is a finite algebraic extension of Q of degree at most (2t) 2 n . Indeed, suppose each f i has degree at most t and · ∞ -norm at most k. Then each f i is (k(nt) t , t)-bounded. Fix A := {a 1 , . . . , a n }, the coordinates of a complex solution of the system of polynomials {f i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s}. We first apply Theorem 2 in order to find a sufficiently large prime p (compared to n, k and t) and a homomorphism φ : Z[A] → F p . We then apply Lemma 29 to the collections L 1 := {f 1 , . . . , f s } and L 2 := ∅, in order to find a finite algebraic extension K of degree at most (2t) 2 n , a subset A ′ ⊂ K and a map ψ between φ(A) and A ′ . Then ((ψ • φ)(a i )) n i=1 are the coordinates of a solution (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ K n of the system of polynomials {f i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.
Remark 3. In view of Theorem 11 one may ask what is the largest number n(p) of points and lines in F 2 p for which the upper bound cn(p) 4/3 on the number of incidences holds. I have only proved n(p) = Ω(log log log p), and I am not aware of any non-trivial upper bound for this function.
